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Learner Guide

The Suffix Information, Question and Answer card set is designed to illustrate the meanings of the most common 
suffixes and how learners can use these suffixes in their own writing. It reveals how each suffix has root meanings 
that are associated with ideas and behaviours. 

How to use this Grammar Worksheet

The cards are sequenced to develop and extend knowledge - scaffolding the learner's knowledge and skill level from 
Beginner level (Year 7) to Advanced (Year 12 and beyond).

The first set of questions on the Question Card are intended for learners new to the concept, strategy or process, and 
the final set of questions at the bottom-half of each Question Card are designed for more advanced learners.

The Cards are also fully aligned to the Australian Curriculum: English strand:
o Language – Language Variation and Change, Text Structure and Organisation, Expressing and Developing Ideas, 

Phonics and Word Knowledge
o Literacy – Texts in Context, Creating Texts

The following provides the teaching process that you can use when working with students:

1. Introduce the concept, strategy or process to the learner

2. Read the Information Card and then discuss the concept, strategy or process with the learner

3. Answer questions on the Question Card, choosing to complete either the whole card, or only the first series of 

questions, depending on the learners ability

4. Compare learner answers with the Answer Card



Suffix

A suffix is a word part (letter, syllable, word) added to the end of a word to create a word with a different 
meaning.  

Examples include of common suffixes include: 

walking, helpful, lovely, excitable, passage, brilliance, literary, recycle, wisdom, paradox

Examples of suffixes and their meaning are found in the following table: 
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What is it?

Prefix Meaning Examples
able, ible capable of being acceptable, edible, incredible
ative tending to talkative, informative, decorative
ice forming abstract nouns justice, cowardice, malice
ist one who cyclist, motorist, artist
ling little duckling, gosling, darling
wise manner or way clockwise, likewise
ative adding to creative, preservative, talkative
cracy rule, government, power bureaucracy, aristocracy, theocracy
phone sound homophone, telephone, microphone
sophy wisdom, knowledge philosophy, theosophy, anthroposophy



Suffix
question card

Now that you have read the information 
card on Suffix, it is time to practice what 

you have learnt.
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1 Fill-in-the-gaps with the correct suffixes. They can be used more than once.

-able -ful -ish -ly -ing -less

a) She sang softly hop_____ that the baby would fall asleep.

b) He was known in the community for being agree_____  and generous.

c) She’s cry_____  because she stepped on the very hot pavement.

d) We have so much to be thank_____ for.

e) Teach_____  has been referred as a thank_____  profession.

f) The toddler had a sheep_____  appearance when asked what happened to the miss____ chocolates.

2 Fill-in-the-gaps with the correct suffixes.

-ant -metre -ness -ship -ology -tion

a) He achieved an A in chemistry and a B in bi_____.

b) His fascina_____  with animals led to a career as a veterinarian.

c) The runner needed to persevere for one more kilo_____.

d) Their relation_____  blossomed as the business became a successful enterprise.

e) The fire scene investigator found that the fire was caused by an acceler_____.

f) The entrepreneur was praised for his kind_____  and generosity.



Suffix
answer card

Now that you have completed the 
question card on Suffixes, 

it is now time to correct your answers.
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1 Answers

-able -ful -ish -ly -ing -less

a) She sang softly hoping that the baby would fall asleep.

b) He was known in the community for being agreeable and generous.

c) She’s crying because she stepped on the very hot pavement.

d) We have so much to be thankful for.

e) Teaching has been referred as a thankless profession.

f) The toddler had a sheepish appearance when asked what happened to the missing chocolates.

2 Answers

-ant -metre -ness -ship -ology -tion

a) He achieved an A in chemistry and a B in biology.

b) His fascination with animals led to a career as a veterinarian.

c) The runner needed to persevere for one more kilometre.

d) Their relationship blossomed as the business became a successful enterprise.

e) The fire scene investigator found that the fire was caused by an accelerant.

f) The entrepreneur was praised for his kindness and generosity.
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